ATR

- Positions: GSE Mechanical Drafter/Designer Req# 7520
- Location: Palo Alto CA
- Duration: Contract 12 months; strong potential/possibility longer extension /other ops open up!
- Pay Rate: $40/hour ranges; Please specify what is the W2 pay rate that you are looking for.
- Requirement: US Citizen / Green Card Holder

FOR INTERESTED CANDIDATES PLEASE provide:

1. An updated MS Word resume to judic@atr1.com.
2. Have you been submitted to this position? Req@ 7520
3. Are you open to CONTRACT positions? Contract to Hire? Or Just FTE?
4. What is the hourly pay rate range that you are looking for?
5. Is the location listed ok commute for you?
6. How soon can you start? Any vacation planned in the near future that are 1 or more weeks going away/time off planned?
7. Any final interviews/offers coming?

JOB REQUIREMENT:
1. Strong experience with 3D CAD design, CREO/ProE—please LIST how many years you have of this experience & at which company/ies you used such skills/experience & self-rate your ProE/Creo: 0=none; 10=strong/advance user skill level.
2. Proficient in MS Office Suite (Word, Excel, Power Point and Project)
3. Self-starter, able to make progress in an ambiguous environment.
4. Team player
5. Able to effectively work in a diverse team environment.

Hiring manager’s notes: we are looking for more of a drafter/designer person. Not so much mechanical engineer, only due to the fact that the work we need done is a lower level of documentation, and we don’t want the person to be bored, and lose interest. Strong in Creo/Pro E is a must, and knowing Teamcenter is a bonus!! Still in College is ok too!

JOB DESCRIPTION:
- Aptitude in mechanical design for manufacturing and assembly of rack and panel products
- Should have knowledge of drafting practices and standards that apply to the Aerospace industry.
- Ability to generate metal fabrication drawings, schematic diagrams and cable assembly drawings.
- Ability to release engineering drawings and associated parts into Siemens PLM Teamcenter Software (Desired)